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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the factors affecting the decisions of factors affecting the decision of individual customers to choose a savings bank at commercial banks in Da Nang city. Through the use of appropriate research methods, the authors have found that there are 5 factors with 5 groups of factors that greatly affect the decision of individual customers to choose a savings bank. Service quality, safety, stakeholder influence, financial benefit, convenience. Through this result, it will help opinions, orientations and solutions to improve individual customers' decisions on choosing a savings bank at joint stock commercial banks in Da Nang city.

1. Introduction

In today's competitive open economy, commercial banks always find ways to use many attractive and novel savings products to attract customers to their banks. On the part of customers using the service, they are also interested in factors related to the benefits of saving money at banks. This is also something that bank managers are interested in understanding, so identifying the factors that affect individual customers' choice of banks when saving money is a necessary job to help. Banks promote their strengths, enhance their image in the eyes of customers to attract more idle money from the population, contributing to improving business efficiency.

In 2018-2019, the macroeconomic situation and Da Nang continue to face many challenges. However, with the efforts of the whole political system, Da Nang has achieved many successes in the realization of local socio-economic development goals; in which, the banking sector has made an important contribution to the socio-economic development of Da Nang. Through general assessment of the banking performance of the city. In Da Nang in 2018-19, it is remarkable that the operations of the banking system in the area continue to grow compared to the previous years. By the end of 2018, the total mobilized capital in the province was about VND 125,994 billion, up 9.92% compared to the end of 2017, the highest growth rate in recent years (up 25.84%). In which, 36/57 credit institutions have increased mobilized capital compared to the end of 2017, contributing greatly to the recovery and development of the business community in the city.

Each bank has its own capital mobilization policy, depending on the needs and purposes of its business. To have a large capital source requires commercial banks to have appropriate mobilization policies to attract the necessary amount of capital in the economy to serve their business and development. Although there is a high credit growth rate compared to the whole country (about 14%), the bad debt rate is low at 1.62%. At the same time, at the end of 2018, banks increased deposit and lending rates to stimulate demand, attract capital, and the impact of exchange rates and liquidity pressure. Techcombank raised interest rates for 12-36-month term from 6.4% a year to 6.8%. VIB applies 7.3% for the 24-month term. ACB also applies a new interest rate schedule for deposits with terms over 18 months, ranging from 7-7.2% a year, 0.1-0.3% higher than May.

2. Background Study

Up to now, there have been many practical studies on the adoption and use of e-banking services, including studies on the factors influencing the decision to use services. Typical electronic banking services. In [1], the author presented that intention is considered to include motivational factors that influence the behavior of each individual. These factors indicate the willingness or effort that each individual will put in the behavior. The above
definition explains behavior that is influenced by a person's confidence in his or her ability to perform the behavior. Therefore, behavior is affected by controlling cognitive and intent behaviors as well as attitudes, subjective criteria and perceptions of behavior controlling indirectly through intentions. In [2] the author expand the application of two Mobile banking service by adding the element of trust ("Feeling of trust") and 2 source factors ("Self-grasping ability" and "financial cost perception") into the model, and focus on the position of these factors in the existing structure of the TAM model. In [3], the author define that behavioral intent is the ability of the consumer to use an innovation. With higher behavioral intentions, consumers will be more likely to use a new technology. There are a number of premises that can affect an individual's behavioral intentions. Applying the UTAUT model to study the behavior of 3G mobile telecommunications users in [4]. The author used the UTAUT model to conduct research surveys. The research results show that the factors that influence the "behavioral intent" include: "expectation of the effect", "social influence" and "favorable conditions", while the factor "expectations" in terms of effort has no effect. In addition, three unrecognized relationships were discovered during the SEM analysis, modifying the UTAUT model for 3G telecommunications services. The biggest difference between this study and UTAUT theory is the issue of time of study and the significance of the determinant by external variables. Studying the factors affecting the intention to use online shopping services using the UTAUT model in [5]. The study identified 6 factors affecting the intention to use e-shopping services, including: (1) Expectation about price, (2) Perceived convenience, (3) Perception ease of use (4) Feel the pleasure, (5) Social influence, (6) Feel the risk of use. In addition, the model will also consider the influence on the intended use of three demographic variables: gender, income, and age. Inheriting the point of view of the above researchers, in [6], the author describes customers' savings deposit behavior expressed in choosing a bank and choosing a deposit period. Research on factors affecting the acceptability of Mobile Banking of individual customers applying the UTAUT model in [4]. Using the Unified Theory of Technology Acceptance and Use (UTAUT) to investigate the effects on people through Mobile banking, this study concludes that individuals' intentions on mobile services Banking is significantly affected by the following factors: (1) social influence, (2) perceived financial costs, (3) performance expectation, and (4) perceived trust in order of influence. Behaviors are significantly influenced by personal intentions and favorable conditions. This study found that gender controls the effect of performance expectations and financial cost perceptions on behavioral intent, age of adjustment, effects of favorable conditions, and perceived self-grasping, to real acceptance behavior.

Data were collected from 165 questionnaires and used regression to analyze relationships in [7]. The results have shown that all factors, except the "perceived cost" factor, have a significant impact on behavioral intent in using Mobile Banking. "Feeling useful" is the most influential factor in explaining the user's intent to accept. For users, "feel the ease of use" is the most important factor, while "feel efficient" significantly affects the intention of accepting the service. The results from these analyzes help banking organizations to have a suitable strategy for Mobile banking to expand their acceptability of this service. Background theory related to rational action theory (TRA) developed in [8] and in [9] shows the inclusion and coordination of the components of attitudes in a structure. which are designed to better predict and explain consumer behavior in society based on two basic concepts: (i) consumer attitudes toward behavior and (ii) subjective standards of consumers. In addition, the intended behavioral theory (TPB) was developed in [9] by adding a cognitive element of behavior control to the TRA model. According to TPB, human behavior is guided by 3 factors: behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs and controlling beliefs. Thus, beliefs about behavior create an attitude of like or dislike about behavior; normative beliefs create subjective social or normative stress and controlling beliefs increase cognitive behavioral control.

Thus, most studies using TAM model are conducted based on the adoption and use of information / technology systems. In studies, the TAM model was found to be valuable in predicting the adoption of variables in the user system. However, in many areas, as mentioned earlier, the original TAM model does not fully explain behavioral intent towards technology adoption and adoption, and there is a need for research to add factors to improve predictability for this model. Up to now, there have been many studies on individual customer banking choices conducted in many different countries around the world, with many different survey subjects. This is a rich source of documents, the basis of orientation to conduct research on factors affecting the choice of banks of individual customers at joint stock commercial banks. Not to mention the research on the earliest bank selection criteria in the US, in [10], the author showed that the recommendation of friends is the most important factor, followed by reputation, reputation, of the bank and large loan capital. In the American university student article, in [11], the author presented that convenience is still the main reason most students choose their bank. In addition, family tradition and loyalty to the bank are also important factors for college students. In [12], the following factors are identified as the decisive attributes affecting the choice of banks: service fee collection policy, reputation, loan interest rate, disbursement time and friendly bank staff. In [13], it is reported that economic factors such as monthly costs and deposit interest play a decisive role in student's choice of bank. In [13], The author found fast and efficient service delivery, friendly, enthusiastic staff and a bank reputation are important factors in choosing select the student's bank. In [14], the author showed that the key factors influencing customer choice in Greece include: convenience, reputation of a bank, quality of products / services, interest rates and fees, staff communication skills and qualifications, facilities, the environment of the points of sale, and satisfaction with after-sales service and services.

There have been many empirical studies at home and abroad on the factors affecting the decisions of individual customers to deposit money at banks in [15]-[19].The important factors affecting the deposit behavior of customers are financial interests, brand awareness, influence of relatives, fast and safe, marketing, service style of employees, delivery Convenient translation and safe feeling. In [20], the banking selection criteria of Business Administration students in Delhi, India concluded that convenience is an important determinant, Includes: parking, free delivery on demand, phonebanking, free home money transfer service because customers want to save time. In [21], the author conducted in Malaysia found three factors that most influence a
student's banking choice: sense of security, ATM service, and financial benefits. In [16], the author conducted a similar study to determine the factors influencing the choice of commercial banking of university students in South Africa. The study was based on a sample of 186 students from Fort Hare University (Alice campus). The researchers found that the important factors that determine a college student's choice of banking (ranked in diminishing importance) are: service, convenient location, attractiveness, gender referrals of others, marketing activities and prices. In [22], the author studied the factors affecting customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Pakistan to find the relationship between service quality, satisfaction and loyalty. The research results show that 54% change in customer loyalty is due to service quality and customer satisfaction. The study concludes that, service quality affects customer satisfaction and customer satisfaction affects customer loyalty. In today's competitive marketplace, banks can gain a competitive edge by providing quality services that meet the needs of their customers.

For studies in this area in Vietnam, there has been a study on factors affecting the choice of banks of individual customers in [23] surveyed above. 350 individual customers in Da Lat city concluded that brand awareness has the strongest impact on the trend of choosing a bank, followed by factors: Convenience in terms of location, troubleshooting, photos enjoyment of a loved one, appearance and attitude toward marketing. Meanwhile, in [24], the author surveyed 200 customers using banking products and services showed that there is a positive relationship between customer satisfaction and reliability factors, feedback, accessibility, service capacity and quality of products and services. No correlation has been found between information and customer satisfaction. Based on the research results, a few recommendations have been proposed to improve the satisfaction of individual customers with Vietinbank East Hanoi branch in particular and other commercial banks in general. In [25], the author presented on the factors affecting the choice of savings banks of individual customers in Ho Chi Minh City, researched and surveyed over 500 customers. In [25], the author focused on testing the factors of service quality affecting satisfaction and loyalty. In which, testing a number of impacts that regulate the relationship of satisfaction - loyalty of customers for banking services in Hau Giang. Based on a survey sample from 333 customers, Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients, exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation model were used for analysis. The results show that empathy and price are the factors that strongly impact on customer satisfaction. In [26], the author studied the factors affecting the satisfaction of customers with the savings deposit service at Agribank Binh Minh, Vinh Long. Research results show that, 4 main factors affecting customer satisfaction including responsiveness, facilities, service capacity and peace of mind. The relationship between the service quality and the satisfaction of customers participating in the transaction is very important to the operation of the retail bank.

The results of this study have identified 8 groups of factors that affect individual customers’ banking choices, including: financial benefits, sense of security, referral, troubleshooting, service. Bank, brand, staff, convenience. At the same time also evaluate their importance. This is the guiding basis for commercial banks to take action measures that focus on key factors to influence customers’ choice of banks and thereby attract more. customers using their bank's retail products and services. Based on the research results, the author gives some suggestions to help banks maintain existing customers and attract new customers. From there, the leaders of banks can refer to make appropriate policies to increase the competitiveness of banks in the retail market. In [27], the author showed on the factors affecting the decision of individual customers to deposit savings - Research at Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Industry and Trade of Vietnam, Lam Dong province, based on data collected from 184 observations processed by SPSS tool, with Cronbachs Alpha scale reliability testing techniques, factor analysis (EFA), correlation analysis and multiple regression analysis. Research results have identified 5 factors that directly affect individual customers’ decisions to save money, including: brand awareness, influence of relatives, financial benefits, fast, safe and marketing. Based on the research results, governance implications have been proposed to better meet customer needs and expand markets to attract new customers. In [23], the author studied the factors affecting individual customer satisfaction with deposit products at Lien Viet Post Joint Stock Commercial Bank - Soc Trang Branch. Research results have found out 5 factors affecting the satisfaction of customers who save money at this bank are: Reliability; Tangible Media; guarantee; sympathy; Transaction office network. In which, tangible means, assurance, sympathy, and transaction office network are the factors that strongly affect the satisfaction of savings customers. As can be seen, the factor that is considered important by the customer when choosing banks varies from country to country and cultures due to differences in economic, cultural and banking systems.

![Proposed research model](source: Author compiled, 2020)

### 3. Research Methods

After consulting domestic and foreign research models, survey experts with the list and content as outlined in the discussion paper. The authors have formed a preliminary scale of factors affecting the decision of individual customers to choose a savings bank at commercial banks in Da Nang city to be used when surveying ideas. the experts. After synthesizing the answers of experts about the factors in the preliminary scale. The results of qualitative expert survey showed a high rate of agreement (over 80%) on 7 groups of factors and experts did not add any new groups of factors. After collecting information from the most knowledgeable and experienced staff about deposit services and customers who are conducting transactions at joint stock commercial banks who
have sent savings and intend to save money in the near future. With the model study on an overview of the research situation related to the factors that influence the decision to choose a bank to deposit a savings, we expect an analytical framework with 5 common factors affecting decide to choose a bank to save individual customers as follows:

Based on the research objectives, the survey and research model of the proposed factors influencing the decision to buy Korean facial care products by female university students in Da Nang city, based on the background theory presented above, the research hypotheses are determined as follows:

**Hypothesis H1: Financial benefits (LITC) and decision to choose a savings bank of individual customers have positive relationship.**

Financial benefits are assessed through two criteria: High saving interest rate and reasonable service fee. Savings deposit interest rate is an indispensable question of customers when looking for information about savings deposit service at a certain bank. Interest is the rate of interest a customer receives in addition to the principal, after a certain period of time at the bank. The bank uses a currency that customers commit to deposit with a fixed term to do business and seek profits, and pay interest on that deposit currency. Interest can be paid at the beginning of the term, paid periodically, or at the end of the term. In the banking sector in Vietnam, competition by savings interest rates is a traditional competitive measure to attract deposits. Interest rate is also the basic factor when customers choose a bank to save money.

Service fee is the cost that a customer has to pay to use banking products and services. When an individual customer comes to the bank not only to save money but also transact in many other areas such as proof of finance, transfer ... - maybe equal to the amount of money that has been saved. If products and services do not have big differences in characteristics and benefits, customers tend to choose products and services with lower costs. Therefore, service costs may also be a concern for customers when choosing a bank to save money.

**Hypothesis H2: The safety (AT) and decision of individual customers to choose a savings bank have a positive relationship.**

Transactions at banks are often sensitive because they are directly related to customers’ financial resources, so a sense of security is a factor worth considering. In [15], the author pointed out that a sense of security reflects a desire of banking users to be stable and secure when making financial transactions. This means a sense of security that includes both security at banks and bank financial stability. Therefore, there are three criteria: Secure customer information, Strong banking financial foundation, Security conditions of transaction points are used to assess the sense of security of customers about the performing bank.

**Hypothesis H3: Convenience (TT) and the individual customer's decision to choose a savings bank has a positive relationship.**

Another characteristic of individual customers when conducting financial transactions is that they prioritize services that are provided quickly and can be done anywhere, at any time. This convenience is measured through 7 criteria: the large network of transaction points, the location of convenient transaction points, having a transaction point near home / workplace, suitable bank transaction time, there is ample parking, e-banking available and free home deposit service. The network and location of transaction points provide customers with convenient mobility. Customers can deposit money in one city and withdraw money, transfer money ... in another city. In other words, individuals can perform transactions with the bank at any point in the system thanks to the development of information technology in the banking sector without spending much time and effort on going. again. Often times, the transaction points near home and work are arguably the most attractive. In addition, the spacious parking not only brings a sense of safety but also helps customers more convenient when dealing directly with the bank. Another factor that is considered is the bank's working time in accordance with the individual transaction schedule. Clients with flexible hours of work may not appreciate the fact that banks are open for transactions outside of office hours. On the contrary, for civil servants and office workers - who are often forced by strict working hours, the bank's acceptance of overtime will help them a lot in transactions.

Nowadays, when science and technology are developing rapidly, electronic transactions are expected to be one of the factors attracting customers for convenience. Individuals can perform transactions with the bank whether at home or on the street, with only one device with network connection such as laptop, desk phone, mobile phone ... Instead of having to directly go to bank transactions. Customers, individual customers can transfer, pay electricity and water bills, pay credit card bills or even save money, pay off loans, manage accounts at home, work with just few simple steps. Some other utilities such as free home deposit service should also be deployed for maximum convenience for customers.

**Hypothesis H4: Brand (TH) and individual customers' decision to choose a savings bank has a positive relationship.**

Combining a number of studies and factors Brand awareness is evaluated through the following observed variables: Recognition of the bank's brand name, logo, image, signature music, Community programs, activities Big sponsorship that the bank participates in and Promotions. In [28], the author showed that Brand awareness has a positive correlation with Brand Desire. Brand awareness is the first component of an attitude, an emotion. Consumers have a certain emotion towards a brand that is first and foremost about being aware of that brand among competing brands. Brand desire consists of two components: preference and preference. A consumer's interest in a brand is expressed through an emotion of interest. And when it comes to choosing between competing, interchangeable brands, consumers tend to choose the brand that causes the most emotion. The authors in [23] have shown that Brand awareness is a factor affecting the trend of choosing a bank, but the awareness aspect is only two points of view “brand is a system. identity "(AMA, 1960) and” brand is symbolic "(in [29]& In [30]), the level of brand awareness is limited only to recognizing the name, logo, image, music sign. characteristics of the brand, advertising and promotion programs of the bank ...Community programs, big sponsorships that the bank participates in and special, unique and attractive promotions contribute to helping consumers to identify banks among competing banks.
Hypothesis H5: Service quality (CLDV) and decision to choose a savings bank of individual customers have positive relationships.

The influence of the factor Products and services of the bank are assessed by easily opening a deposit account or a savings account, providing the service quickly and effectively to help customers not lose much, waiting in line for transactions and products and services are diversified and plentiful, meeting the different needs of consumers. In the era of industrialization and modernization, saving time is one of the criteria that customers are aiming for. Individual customers who come to the savings bank do not want to spend a lot of time on paperwork and procedures with a series of cumbersome and complicated processes. Therefore, the element of ease of opening an account and providing services quickly and efficiently can affect the choice of a bank.

Besides, as mentioned above, the service needs of individual customers are often diverse. A customer can both have a need for both short-term savings and long-term savings. In addition, customers come to certain banks first to save money, but later can use many other services such as wire transfer, payment for electricity and water bills, receiving remittances, borrowing money ... and vice versa. Therefore, diversified and diversified products and services with clear and accurate information are a factor worth considering when using a savings service at a bank.

Hypothesis H6: Related person influence (AHLQ) and decision to choose a savings bank of an individual customer with a positive relationship.

In [31], when people start to want to save money, they collect information about the brand and savings deposit products of many different banks, thereby making decisions on choosing a bank to save money. Information about brands and product characteristics can be based on their own experiences, or on the recommendations or judgments of others. Therefore, the referral of a third party can be one of the factors influencing the decision-making process of choosing a bank to deposit a customer's savings. The recommendation of family members, friends and the bank staff who are transacting are 3 observed variables used to evaluate the Referral factor. Friends and relatives who have been using the bank's savings deposit service are a useful basis for new customers to choose which bank to save, based on practical experience, understanding and feeling.

In addition, the bank's employees who are transacting are also a valuable source of reference for customers. Usually, individual customers come to the bank not only to use the savings deposit service. They may have made transfers, withdraw money remittances, pay for goods ... before and have a rough feeling about the bank is transacting. At that time, the bank's staff was the bridge leading customers to their bank's savings service.

Hypothesis H7: The form of marketing promotion (HTCT) and the decision to choose a savings bank of individual customers have a positive relationship.

The role of marketing activities in the banking business is not much different from other business areas in conveying information from banks to customers and vice versa. In [24], the author has shown that attitude towards marketing has an influence on the brand desires of consumers. If they have a good attitude and are interested in the branding of a product or brand; distinguish it from competing products and brands; and when there is a demand, the ability to choose for that product or brand is very high. Thus, the above factors have been tested in many previous studies. However, since most studies have been done in foreign countries, in many different territories, at different times, with separate observers, the results need to be checked for conformity. such as adjustments and supplements through pre-use research to determine the factors that actually affect the choice of banks to deposit money of individual customers.

Table 1: Summary of factors in the proposed research model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Encode</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Related studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial benefits</td>
<td>LI TC</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[21]; [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The safety</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[31]; [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[20];[16];[14];[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[23]; [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service quality</td>
<td>CLDV</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related person influence</td>
<td>AHLQ</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[16]; [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The form of marketing promotion</td>
<td>HTCT</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection decision</td>
<td>QD</td>
<td></td>
<td>[16]; [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Author compiled, 2020)

3.1. Research model

The multivariate linear regression equation of this study has the form:

Overall regression function:

$$ QD = \beta 0 + \beta 1 LI + \beta 2 AT + \beta 3 TT + \beta 4 TH + \beta 5 CLDV + \beta 6 AHLQ + \beta 7 HTCT + \epsilon $$

Inside:
- QD: Decided to choose individual customer's savings bank
- Financial benefits (LI)
- Safety (AT)
- Convenience (TT)
- Brand (TH)
- Quality of service (QoS)
- Affected person effects (AHLQ)
- Marketing form (HTCT)

The regression model will find out the independent factors that affect the dependent factor. At the same time, the model also describes the impact level, thereby helping us predict the value of the dependent factor.
4. Result

On the basis of influencing factors that were discovered in the research phase, the survey questionnaire was deployed to the identified survey subjects in the form of direct to individual customers. After giving out 400 surveys to individual customers in the form of live broadcast. Results of 305 votes were collected, processed again, of which 285 votes were met. Data used in the research of the topic are data obtained directly from the survey tables that have been cleaned to eliminate incomplete or inadequate survey responses to the research requirements.

4.1. Age

The results show that out of a total of 285 survey samples meeting the requirements, there are some couples 18-25 years old accounting for 5.3%, 25-40 years old accounting for 39.3%, the age from 40-60 accounts for 37.2% and Finally, the age over 60 accounts for 18.2%. The analysis results show that people aged 25-60 are often more interested in choosing a bank to save money, this is also a group of people with the ability to generate income and want to preserve their numbers. your money is safe and look for income from your savings.

4.2. Education level

Surveying 285 customers on factors affecting the decision to choose savings banks at commercial banks in Da Nang city, 1.1% of customers have high school education, 61.4% and 36.5% of clients have college / university degrees, 1.1% of customers have graduate degrees.

4.3. Income

Surveying 285 customers about factors affecting the choice of savings banks of individual customers at commercial banks in Da Nang city, customer groups with income from 5-10, customer groups goods with income from 10-50 million accounts and group of over 50 million accounts for the main proportion, this is also potential customers of the bank in mobilizing savings deposits.

4.4. Type of agency

Thus, there are 53% of customers working in state agencies, 18.9% of customers working in joint stock companies, 28.1% of customers working in joint ventures and the rest working in joint ventures, private companies and self-employed. Thus, the group of customers working at state agencies or joint ventures is the group most likely to deposit savings at banks.

After removing the unreliable observed variables, including: TH4, CLDV4, AHLQ2, CT1, CT2, CT3 according to the evaluation results above, re-test the Reliability of the scale with variables. The remaining results show as follows:

Table 2: Results of reliability analysis and factor analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Group variables</th>
<th>Number of observation variables</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Financial benefits</td>
<td>LITC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Analysis results from SPSS 16.0 software)

Table 3: KMO coefficients and Bartlett's tests of independent factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KMO coefficient</th>
<th>.800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett's test</td>
<td>Appro. Chi-Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rotated Component Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLDV2</td>
<td>.798</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLDV1</td>
<td>.789</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLDV3</td>
<td>.787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH2</td>
<td>.646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT3</td>
<td>.623</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH1</td>
<td>.578</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.832</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT3</td>
<td></td>
<td>.791</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT4</td>
<td></td>
<td>.679</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.593</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.827</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.788</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITC1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITC3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.771</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITC2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
Rotation converged in 7 iterations.

(Source: Analysis results from SPSS 16.0 software)
The multivariate linear regression equation of this study has the form:

Overall regression function:
\[ QD = \beta_0 + \beta_1 F1 + \beta_2 F2 + \beta_3 F3 + \beta_4 F4 + \beta_5 F5 + \beta_6 F6 + U_i \]

Sample regression function:
\[ QD = \hat{\beta}_0 + \hat{\beta}_1 F1 + \hat{\beta}_2 F2 + \hat{\beta}_3 F3 + \hat{\beta}_4 F4 + \hat{\beta}_5 F5 + \hat{\beta}_6 F6 + e_i \]

Inside:
- **QD**: Decided to choose the individual customer's savings bank
  - **F1** Service quality, includes variables CLDV2, CLDV1, CLDV3, TH2, TT3, TH1.
  - **F2** Safety, includes variables AT2, AT3, AT4, AT1, TT1.
  - **F3** Related effects, includes variables AH3, AH1.
  - **F4** Financial benefit, includes variables LITC1, LITC3, LITC2.
  - **F5** Convenience, includes variables TT2, TT4.

The regression model will find the independent factors that affect the dependent factor. At the same time, the model also describes the impact level, thereby helping us predict the value of the dependent factor.

The regression results in SPSS are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T value</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B Standard error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.905 .040</td>
<td>.000 1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Service quality</td>
<td>.632 .040</td>
<td>.632 15.942 .000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 Safety</td>
<td>.314 .040</td>
<td>.314 7.915 .000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 Related effects</td>
<td>.218 .040</td>
<td>.218 5.509 .000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 Financial benefit</td>
<td>.092 .040</td>
<td>.092 2.324 .021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5 Convenience</td>
<td>.085 .040</td>
<td>.085 2.146 .033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Analysis results from SPSS 16.0 software)

The regression results show that 5 independent factors from F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 are statistically significant, sig <0.05 is satisfactory, so they will be retained in the research model.

Table 5: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.561</td>
<td>.554</td>
<td>.66814717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Analysis results from SPSS 16.0 software)

Based on the results in the table above, ANOVA has value Sig = 0.000 <0.05, so the hypothesis H0 is rejected, assuming the hypothesis H1. That means the model exists.

In other words, with 5% significance, it can be concluded that the decision to choose a savings bank of an individual customer is influenced by at least 1 of the remaining 5 factors:

The regression results showed that the Durbin-Watson Statistics was 2.182. Thus, the model exists and with d = 2.219 2.0, we can conclude that the model does not exist negative or positive autocorrelation.

So, the regression estimation model would be:
\[ QD = -1.905 + 0.632F1 + 0.314F2 + 0.218F3 + 0.092F4 + 0.085F5 \]

The standardized regression would be:
\[ QD * = 0.632F1 * + 0.314F2 * + 0.218F3 * + 0.092 F4 * + 0.08 F5 * \]

And the model of quantitative research results takes the form:
5. Conclusion

With the survey results including the number of samples of 285 for a regression model including 7 groups of factors affecting the decision of individual customers to choose a savings bank at commercial banks in Da Nang city. The quantitative research results show that there are 5 groups of factors that greatly affect the decisions of individual customers to choose a savings bank: Service quality, Safety, Related effects, Benefits financial benefits, convenience.

5.1. Improving the quality of banking services

Besides expanding the banking network, increasing investment in facilities and techniques, developing many convenient products to attract customers; Banks are constantly making efforts to perfect products, improve the quality of care and serve customers. Products and services are factors affecting customers’ choice of banks to save savings. Because customers come to the bank, apart from the purpose of saving, have many other needs such as transferring money, paying bills ... Providing enough services according to customers’ needs is also one of the attractive measures. Personal savings deposit. Therefore, the improvement of aspects related to the retail products and services that the bank offers to customers, including product variety, simplification of procedures, and time savings, and there are different preferential policies depending on different subjects.

5.2. Increase safety for customers when sending money

With specific regulations on insured deposits, rights and obligations of the sender, payment limit, time of interest payment ... has shown the Bank's commitment and the State to ensure security. Safety of depositors’ deposits aims to best protect the legitimate rights and interests of depositors, ensure the safety and health of banking operations and handle financial crisis. In addition, the Bank needs to build support channels to help customers easily use smart services, tools and utilities to check their savings accounts at the Bank anytime, anywhere like channel, at the counter (account balance confirmation service), Internet Banking channel (for customers registered to use iPay service) or automatic answering switchboard channel (TPIN) ... As recommended by the Bank, customers Customers must also protect themselves when depositing money through the implementation of bank recommendations. Customers register SMS Banking with the Bank, enter the correct customer number or ID card to automatically look up the following information: Account balance, account number, last 5 transactions of the account account accounts, savings book balance, card status, exchange rate, savings interest rate, information on products, services, promotions, ...

5.3. Improve financial benefits for depositors

The research results show that among the factors individual customers will consider when choosing a bank to save money, financial benefits are the most important factor. In which, the observed variable “financial benefits” received a high consensus. It can be said that savings depositors appreciate the bank's financial capacity. Therefore, improving financial benefits is one of the conditions for banks to attract customers.

Financial benefits are shown through three aspects, including interest rates on savings deposits, fees applied to products and services and regular promotions. In general, this is one of the top concerns when customers use the bank's products and services. However, in Vietnam, issues related to interest rates are strictly managed by the State Bank of Vietnam through the ceiling deposit rate applicable to commercial banks. As more and more customers need convenience, the online savings channel becomes prominent, especially for the group of 'digital customers'. Therefore, banks should encourage customers to deposit online savings with bonus interest rates, which is seen as a positive move proactively following customer needs and is a competitive factor in the market when The convenience of digital banking is becoming more and more popular in Vietnam. Both the Bank and the customers save translation time, and have established themselves in the retail industry with recognition from international organizations.

5.4. Increased convenience for customers to send money

Bank savings is always the first choice for unused idle money. However, many customers, when saving money, do not deposit all their idle money because they are afraid that they cannot withdraw their money when they need money, or they must withdraw their interest before their due date. Therefore, the bank needs to offer a solution for customers that should split the savings book instead of just depositing all the money in one book. Along with that, the bank needs to expand its network through increasing the number of transaction points, the banks also invest heavily in renovating the transaction space of the existing branches, providing a spacious transaction space, page, spacious, creating maximum comfort for customers. At the same time, banks also promote digital banking and gradually affirmed themselves with recognition from international organizations. On the digital banking platform, customers easily perform hundreds of types of services, from paying bills for electricity, water, telecommunications, monthly insurance to fast money transfers within 5 minutes for bank accounts, other goods.
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